MAN Diesel & Turbo launches PrimeServLube

PrimeServLube ready with premium lubricating oils for high,
medium and low speed engines
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A range of own-brand PrimeServLube premium lubricating oils launched
by MAN Diesel & Turbo is formulated to the group’s demanding
specifications for high, medium and low speed engines.
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As part of MAN Diesel & Turbo’s customer care programme, the company has
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decided to provide a special package of lube oils for its engines under the
PrimeServLube brand in association with a leading, global lube-oil producer. The vast
experience in lubrication engineering this represents, combined with MAN Diesel &
Turbo’s historical engine-manufacturing knowledge, are the best basis for providing
customers with the optimal lubricating oils that provide added value for their engines.
Lube oils for high and medium speed engines have already been released – with an
initial sale of 60,000 litres to an Australian power station served by MAN 51/60DF
medium speed engines – and will be followed by products for low speed engines.
The HSeries40D lubricants are fully synthetic Extra High Performance Diesel (XHPD)
oils designed to meet the most severe performance requirements of the latest
European Euro-2 and Euro-3 type high speed diesel engines with high power ratings
and low emissions. High speed engines of Japanese origin are also targeted as well
as similar marine engines for which M3277 performance oils are specified.
Among the benefits yielded are reduced maintenance costs, maximised engine life
and power output, ultra-long oil drain intervals and low oil consumption.
A range of MSeries crankcase and trunk piston engine oils for medium speed engines
are tailored to the requirements of gas-powered designs (MSeries40G) and engines
burning marine diesel (MSeries40D) or heavy fuel with low, medium or high sulphur
contents (respectively MSeries40H2, H3 and H4).
Numerous benefits from a balanced additive combination include wear protection,
deposit control, oxidation stability, rust prevention and detergent-dispersant
properties.
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Low speed two-stroke engine requirements are covered by LSeries system oils and
cylinder oils. The LSeries30s product is a premium quality SAE 30 grade alkaline
system oil for the crankcases of two-stroke engines, and is particularly suitable for
those with oil-cooled pistons. Bearings are protected from corrosive wear, oil
purification is simplified and time-between-overhauls extended.
Two-stroke engines burning low sulphur fuels will benefit from the LSeries40c product,
a high performance 40 BN/SAE 50 cylinder lubricant delivering excellent lubrication
properties in conjunction with wear protection. Similar benefits are offered by a high
performance 70 BN/SAE 50 cylinder oil (LSeries70c) formulated for two-stroke
engines burning high sulphur fuels.
Both cylinder oil products are designed to lubricate all low speed marine engines
operating at high specific power outputs and high thermal loads.
MAN Diesel & Turbo’s principles of high ecological and economical efficiency provide
the impetus for a continuous development of its engines, and the company always
strives for its products to be of the highest quality and to exceed environment
regulations.

About MAN Diesel & Turbo
MAN Diesel & Turbo SE, based in Augsburg, Germany, is the world’s leading provider of large-bore diesel engines and
turbomachinery for marine and stationary applications. It designs two-stroke and four-stroke engines that are manufactured
both by the company and by its licensees. The engines have power outputs ranging from 450 kW to 87 MW. MAN Diesel &
Turbo also designs and manufactures gas turbines of up to 50 MW, steam turbines of up to 150 MW and compressors with
volume flows of up to 1.5 million m³/h and pressures of up to 1,000 bar. The product range is rounded off by turbochargers,
CP propellers, gas engines and chemical reactors. MAN Diesel & Turbo’s range of goods includes complete marine
propulsion systems, turbomachinery units for the oil & gas as well as the process industries and turnkey power plants.
Customers receive worldwide after-sales services marketed under the MAN PrimeServ brand. The company employs
around 12,700 staff at more than 100 international sites, primarily in Germany, Denmark, France, Switzerland, the Czech
Republic, Italy, India and China. MAN Diesel & Turbo is a company of the Power Engineering business area of MAN SE,
which is listed on the DAX share index of the 30 leading companies in Germany.
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